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INTRODUCTION 

Although it is gene.raJiy agreed that the need and ability to inhabit a cultunilly organized 
,environment are among the defining characteristics of human beings, il is a curious fact that 
until recently the role of culture in constituting human nature has received relatively little 
attention in basic textbooks, either of gen~ral or of devclopm.ental psychology. This siruation 
seems to be changing (Dasen & Mishra. 2000~ Lonner, 2003). Many specialized books and 
journals devoted to the topic have appear-ed in recent years (see Adamopoulos & Lonner, 200 l, 
for a summary of recent publication outlets), and mention of research conducted in different 
cultures m introductory developmental psychology texts bas increased markedly in the past 
decade. 

Implicit in a good deal of the extant treatment of cuJture in the psy,chological literature is 
the notion implied by the phrase "'research conducted in othi::r ouUur-es" that cnlaue is syn
onymous with cultural difference. This assumption is made explicit by Hinde (1987, pp. 3--4), 
who argued that culture is "better regarded as a convenient label fot many of the djverse ways 
in wl:tich human practices and beliefs differ between groups" (pp. 3-4). However, advocates 
of cross-cuhural. research have long argued that their goal was to study similarities and dif
ferences among cultural groups in the psychological processes manifested by their usem. In 
ttie past~ this emphasis on cross-cultura!i psychological approaches bas bun comple
mented by approaches emphasizing the fa.ct that the capacity to inhabit a culturally organized, 
meaningful. environment is the universal, species-specific characteristic of Homo sapiens, of 
which particular culrures represent special. historically coptingent, cases. This latter approach 
is c1.1Uently ~ltrred 10 as cultural ps,dwlogy. It StarlS with the p:re.nuse that hllmLln.l are bio
logically evolved to create, acquire, and tr:ansmil cullure. As a consequence, "no sociocu.lrural. 
environment exists or has identity inde:pendent of the way human beings seize rn.eani.ngs and 
resolll'Ces from it. while every human being has her or his subjectivity and mental life al~ 
through the prOCflss of seizing meanmgs and resourcM from. socioculruraJ environment and 
using them" (Shweder, 1990, p. 2). 

There is currently some uncertainty about the relation between cnhura.1 psychology (in 
which cultue is treated as lie medi111m of human life within which people acquire and shau, 
meanings and piactices) and cross-cultural psychoJogy (in which culture. is treated as an 
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antecedent or independent variable that acls on peophi). Berry (2000), for example. identifies 
cultnta1 psychology a.~ a subfield of cross-cultural. psychology which, along with indigenous 
pSJchologies and the use of the comparative m.elbod, pr-ovides the "'generic field" Others are 
more likeJy to see cross-ouUural research as a specific method with.in the toolkit of cultural 
psychology (Greenfield, 2000; Shweder et al., 1998). 

Whichever starting poiot o;rie uses. lhe two approaches share a common interest in "the 
-systematic stll.dy of re]ationships between the cu]tural context of human development and the 
behaviors that become established in the repertoire of individuals gr-owing up in a partic,ula. 
cuJture'' (Beny, Dasen, & Saraswathi, 1997, p. x). However, differences between the two 
approaches influence how their practitioners go about conducting their research. Greenfield 
( 1997, p. 306) identifies the cru.x of the matter when she writes that "the ideal in cultura.1 
psychology is for problems and procedures to flow fi;,om the nature of cultn{-e, both in general 
and ~fie tenru." By contrast, cross-cukural. psychology re-lies more "on the methodological 
anno.ire of psychology, rather than on the nature and praotice of culture.'' This difference 
corresponds to treating culture as a medium, rath.E1 than as an iodependent variable (Cole, 
l 996; Valsi:rner & Lawrence. 1997). 

In order to oover the dive.rsity of the topic, I organized this chapter as follows. The. first 
seotioo begins with a summaiy of thr,ee dassical vitws about the nature of development 
and a fourth that places culnrral mediation at its center. I then tum to examine alternative 
cooceptions of cuJture used by psychoJogi~IS conc1m1ed willi Cl.l]ture and development. C(m

ceptions based largely, but not entirely, on the worlc of anthropologists., for whom culture 
is a foundational ,concept. I then offor a c-0ncept of culture, which I believe to be com
patible. with mainstream views, that holds special promise specifically for human develop
ment 

In the second seotion, I present informative exam.pies of research on how culture e.ntt:rs into 
the process: of development at difl'erent pe,ii.ods of the life. span. This survey draws both on 
intracwtu1al andcross~ultural st\ll.dies to emphasize several points: (a) that culture and biology 
are intertwined in human development, (b) that cultural. mediation of development is a universal 
process expressed in historically specific ci.rcumstanoes, and (c) that lib.ere are methodological 
opport\lmties and problems associated with the study of ,cultural constituents of development, 
both inttacnlruraUy and cross-oulrurally.1 I end by retummg to discus.s the general theoreti
cal and methodological implications of evidence abont culture for psychological theories of 
development 

THREIE 1DUALISTIC THEORIES AND A CULTURAL ALTERNATIVE 

Figure 2.1 contains a schematic representation of the three dualistic ·po.sili.ons that doDtinated 
theoriz.mg about development for most of pa.st century, along with a fourth approach in which 
the cat~gory .of cultm:e has been added as a ·Thiro force." The uppe,rmost line in the figure 
represents the. view aru.culated in the fusl half of this century by Gesell ( 1940). according to 
whom endogenous factors dominate development, which goes through a series of invariant 
stages. Each stage j5 characterized by a qualitatively distinctive structure of the organism and a 
qualitatively distinot pattern of interaction between organism and· enviroilDlent. Gesel!li (p. 13) 
wrote, for example, 

1 There have bttn ~-ra.l ~ll=t ud still up-LO-date, dw:ussiom foe~ 011 lhc: mi:tht;idological pRll,l~ms Qf 

~ cmu,<ultunil ~boo dc\lelopment (e.g .• ~ 1980; GR=ficld, 1991; Rogoff, Gauvain, & Ellis, 
HIM) .. The sll'&tegy of dlis chapter is l.nt.ellded lO complement. not replace, lhese e.ar&t-di$cll.S5icm111. 
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Framework 

BlologicoJ-moturation 

Envlronmentol-leamlng 

E 

lnteractionol 

E 

Cultuml-context 

UE.--

B = Biological 
E"' Environmenlill 
UE,. Unlvttsal features ,ol-emvironment 

~"' Culture lhislorkally specific features of environment) 

FlGURE 2.1 r'OUI' theoretical framewocb for interpreting lhe so~ of devdopm.ent and lb.e major ways 
in which they intetacL In the fusl ~e frameworks, development is li«-ll a.~ the interaction of two factors. 
The theories dilfer in the weight they give lO eoch and in the mode. of their ini.eraction. The fourdl appr=h 
asM1mes that lhe two factors indud.cd in the first three mmcwocb interacl indirectly lhroogb the medium of 
culture. 

Environment ... determines the occasion, the intensity, and the correlation of many aspects of 
behavior, but it does not engender the: basic progre.ssion.s of behavior developmenL n.ese arc 
determined by inherent, maturational mechanisms. 

Elsewhere, Ges~ll (1945, p. 358) added: 

Neither physical nor cultural c:nvironmeot contains any acchit.ectonic arrangements like the mech
anisms of growth. Culture accumulat~; il does not grow, The glove goe.s on the hand; the hand 
determines lhc glove. 
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Gesell 's ideas went out of fashlon in the 1950s, but recent years have witnessed a signfficant 
revival of interest in innate biological constraints oo development (Bjo1klund & Pellegrini, 
2002; Pinker. 2002~ Quartz & Sejnowski, 2002). Some of these approaches adopt the view that 
the role of the environment is restrkted to "triggering" the re-ali.zation of endogenous structures, 
whereas others emphasize ways in which culture is necessary to complete the process of 
development in any society and accumulate evidence tha.t tbe causal relations between cuitnre 
and development travel in both directions. . 

The view that the envil'Ollm.ent, both cuJtura.1 and natu{ai, prnvi~ the major infl.uenc-e on 
developmental change is represented in row two of Figure 2.1. An ex.rrem.e version of trus view 
was put forward by Skinner (1953, p. 91), whose approach was summarized in the following 
striking statement: 

Operant conditioning shapes behavior as a SC1l1ptor shapes a lump of clay. Although at some point 
lhe sculptor seems to have produced an entirely novel object; we can always follow the process 
back to the original undifferentiated lump, and we can make tile SUCcet;S-ive stages by Which Wl.'l 

return to !!his condition as s.maU a6 we wis-h. At no point docs: anylhill!l =crgc which is very 
different from what pre<:ed.od it. The fina.1 product 5eems to have a special unity or integrity of 
design, but Wl:l cannot find a point at whioh this suddenly appears. lo the same sense, an opeamt 
is not something which appeaa. fuU grown in !he behavior of the OJ:gimi.sm. It is tlm result of a 
contimious shaping ~s. 

In this view, it is not the past, coded in the genome, that is the active agent in development; 
rather it is the environment, the sculptor, that is the source not only of the minute changes 
that gradually modify the lump of clay but also of the. new fonns that emerge from this pro
~s in a continuous fashion. Contemporary psychologists sympathetic to an environmentalist 
perspective may consid.er Skinner's position somewhat euggerated. The analogy between the 
organism and a lump of clay js especially unfortunate, because it implies a totally passive 
organism ( contrary to Skinmrr's own principles!), but his emphasis on the-dominant role of the 
environment in shaping development continues to have many adherents (e.g., Bandura, 2002; 
Jusceyk. 2003~ Zimmerman, 1983). Moreover, insofar as the "sculptor" is a metaphorical 
embodiment of s.ociety, all of deveiopinent is engendered by the contemporary sociocultural 
environment. 

Piaget, perhaps the most influential developmental lh~orist of th~ 20th century, argued 
forcefuJly for the equal weight of endogenous and exogenous factors in development (Smith, 
2002). On the one m.nd, he asserted that "'Meotal growth is inseparable from physical growth; 
maturation of the nervous and ,endocrine systems, in pru:ticular, continue until the age of 
sixteen" (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969, p. viii). At the same time. Piaget, like those who adopt 
an emironmentai shaping perspective, argued that the role of environmental input goes well 
beyond determining lhe occasioning, intensity. and cotrelation of behavioral aspe-ets. 

The human being is immersed right from binh in a social environment whlch affects him just as 
much as his physical environment. Society, even more, in a sense, than the physical environment, 
cban.get; the-very stru1::ture of th.e individual. . . . Every relation between individuals (from two 
onwaros) liter-ally modifies them .. ,. (Piaget, 1973, p. l56) 

Piaget's view is often contrasted with the maturational and environmental shaping vie.ws by his 
emphasis on the crucial role of the active organism, who constrocts her or hls own development 
through attempts to adapt to the environment. 

Although they differ in the weights that they assign to phylogenetic constraints and on
t.Qgenetic experiences as well as to the importance of children's active modifications of their 
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envirorunents, the adherents of all three positions conceive of development as an inte-raction be
tween fi.vo juxtaposed forces (natnre-mutme:, individual-environment. phylogeny-ontogeny}. 
Gesell (19«}, 1945), Skinner (1953), and Piaget (1972, 1913. 1995) all implicitly Ort'l.tplicitly 
suggest that the environmental side of the equation can be partitioned into cuJtural or sociaJ 
factors versus ihe physical. environme0nt. but these distinctions are not well deveioped in their 
writings. Moreover, when culture is identified as a factor in development, it is often oonoeived 
of as separate from du!. organism, an influence acting on it (Luc-ariello, 1995). 

The fowth row of Fig. 2..1 explicitly includes. c11ltnre as a sepaniliie constituent of develop
ment. According to this cultural-mediation.el view, the two interacting factors in tl!e previously 
described approaches do not interact directly. Rather, their interaction is mediated through a 
third factor, cuJtur-e, tile accumulation of knowledge, experience, and learning of prior gener
ations that fonns the medium for development {Cole, 1996).. Human development from mis 
perspective is conceived of as the emergent process of bioJogical-social-cuUural change. in 
which none of the constituents is reducible to the other. In order to dtive1op more fuUy tttis 
fourth perspective, which I use to guide the exposition of empirica1 issues in this chapter, it is 
necessary to paus,e briefly to consider the concept of culture as it is used in current academic 
discourse about development. 

CONCEPTIONS OF CULTURE 

In its most general sense, the tenn culture is used to refer to patterns of oohavio:r tlrnt are passed 
from one generation to the neJ1;t through exttasomaitic means. It is the socially inherited body 
of past human behavioral panems and accomplishments that serves as the resouroES fo:r the 
cunent life of a social group ordinarily thought of as the inhabitants of a country or region 
(D' Andrade, 1996).1 

When applied to human beings, the notion of culture ordinarily assumes that its creators, 
bearen. and ll.,'::ers are capable of symbolic behavior. So, for example, 'fylor (1874, p. 1), 
the titular father of anthropology, defulcd culture as ihat complex whole which incJudes 
knowledge, belief. art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired 
by man as a member of society.'' Tylor's conception is echoed by Herskovitz's (1948, p. 17) 
widely used definition of culture as ''the man-maM part of the enl'iromnent." 

In b:ying to specify more carefully the notion of c1!11ture-as-social inheritance, anthropoJo
gists have historically tended to emphasize culltwe either ilS ''something out there" as the term 
"man-made pert of the environment" implies or as ·•something inside the head" as the terms 
''knowledge" and ''beliefs" impiy. As D' Andrade (1996) has noted, during the fust half of this 
century, the notion of culture as something "superorgaoic'' and material dominated anthropo
logical thinking, but as a con.sequence of the "cognitive revohnion" in the social sciences, the 
pendhlum shifted, so that for several decades, the "cultnre-as-knowJedge" view has reigned. 
·This view is most closely associated with the work of Goodenough, for whom cu1rurc con
sists of "what one needs to k:now to participate acceptably as a member in a society's affairs" 
(Goodenoogh, 1994, p. 265). This knowledge is acquired through learning and c-0nsequently 
is a meotal phenomenon. As Goodenough (p. 50) put it: 

Material objects people create are not in and of themselves things lihey team ... What tbey I.cam 
are the lleC-eSSBIY percepts, con.cep!S, recipes, and still-the lhingS lhey n~d to know in order to 
rni!.h:, things that will meBt. the ~tandams of their fe1lows. 

2Notc th.al wbea deftnm in this ahs1rac1 fashion. llllW)' cwitun=s bcl;iclcs huJl'WI beings ~'bit culwnl modle:s of 
bchllYior (McGrew, 2002) . 
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From this perspective., culture is profoundly subjective. It is in people's minds, the m.ental and 
symbolic products of the social heritage. 

Shweder (2003, p. 11) offers a view of culnm. that also privileges the mental; "culture 
refers to commumty·specific ideas about. what is true, good, beautiful, and efficient Th be 
culturaJ, these ideas about tillth, goodness. beauty. and efficiency mnsl be socially inherited 
and customiuy. To he cultura], those socially inherited and customary ideas must be embodied 
or enacted meanings; they must be constitutive of {and thereby revealed in) a way of life." 

Othe,r anthropologists, as well as psychologists. are seeking to transcend this "ideal versus 
material cultwe" dichotomy. For ~ample, m. an oft-quoted passage, Geertz. (197 3, p. 45) wrote 
that his view of cultnm begins with the following assumption: 

Human thought • s basically both social and public-that its natural ~bitat is the house yard, the 
market place, and tbe town. square. Thinking consists not of "h.1ppen:ings .in the head" (though 
happenings th= and clr.cwrurre ai:e ~sacy for 1t to oocur) bu.t of ttafficking m ... significant 
symbols-words for the most pan but also g~tmcs, drawings, musical sounds, mcch.a:n.ical devices 
l'.ili: elocb. 

My own way of transcr:ndling the ideal-materiall dichotomy with respect to cnlrure is to 

think of the culruraJ medium as both material and mental It is a species-specific medium in 
which human beings live as an environment lransfonned by the artifacts of prior generations, 
extrmdiog ha.ck to the beginning of the species (Cole, 1996: Geertz, 1973; IngoTd, 2000; 
Leootiev, 1981~Luria, .l979; Sahlins, 1976). llmbasi.c functionofth~ artifacts is to coordinate 
human beings with the physical world and each other; in the aggregate, cultwe is then seen as 
the species-specific medium of human devefopment. as, so to speak. "history in the pre..~nt." 
Because aru.fact mediation was pre.sent hundreds of thousands of y,ears prior to the emerge.nee 
of Homo sapiens. it is not appropriate to juxtapose human biology and human culture. The 
human b1ain and body co~volved ove:r a long period of time with Ollr sptties' increasingly 
complex cuJrural envirol'.IDleDt (Plotkin, 2003~ Quartz & Sejnowski, 2002). 

Gee,rtz (1973. p. 68) pointed out that, as a result of their tangled relations in the course of 
hmmm phylogeny. eulh!IIe and bio?ogy are equally tangled in th~ course of human ontogeny: 

Rather than culture acting only to suppiemmil, develop,. and extend organically based capacities 
logically and genetical]y prior to it, it would seem to be ingredient to those capacities themselves. 
A cultw:cl~ humll.II bci.D,g would probnbiy tum out to be not an intrinsically talented though 
unfulfilled ape, but a wb.oUy mindless and consequently unworkable monstrosity. 

This long-tenn, phylogenetic perspective is important to keep in mind when considering 
the ontogeny of children. for it r-e:minds us that causal influences do not ran unidirectionally 
fmm bjofogy to cu1ture. Rather. human beings are hybrids of phylogenetic, cultural-historical, 
and ontogenetic sources {Clark. 2003; Wertsch, 1985) 

For this perspective to be nsefitl, it is essential to llOderstmd why the artifucts that cons.titnte 
culture as medium are combinatiorn; of the concept\!l.al. ideal. and material, because it is this 
combination that makes necessary th~ ]inking of phylogeny and culhlral history in ontogeny. On 
the one hand, artifacts have mental, ideaJ. and conceptnal aspects to them in that they embody 
goal-directed interactions of which they were previously a part and whlcb they mediate in 
the pi:esent (e.g .. the structure of a pencil cairies within it the history of represeuting spoken 
language io adiffereritmediwn, manufactw'i.n.g p~es, and communicative practices). They 
are material in that they are embodied in material form.. whether in the morphology of a spoken 
or written or signed word, or in a solid object such as a pencil D' Andrade ( 1986, p. 22) made 
this poiot wihen he said that "Material culture-table:s and chai,:s, buildings and cities-is the 
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reH:ic-a.tion of human ideas in a solid medium." As a con.-requence of th~ dual conceptual~ 
material nature of the systems of artifacts that are the culrura1 medium of their exist.ence, 
human beings live in a doubie world, simu!.ltaneously natural and artificial. Hence, at birth, the 
environment into which children are born is more than a material world; both the mental 3:lld 
the DiateriaJ aspects of that world envelop the developing chiid 

This conception of lhe relation between cuJture and the special properties of hmnan nature 
was expressed in particularly powerful langlilage by the American anthropologist, Leslie White 
(1942, p. 3n), b.alf a century ago. 

Man differs from the apes. and indeed all othel' living c,e,a.tures ~o far as we know. in that he 
is C.11pable of symbolic behavior. With words man creates a new world, a world of ideas and 
philo:sophi.es. In this world man lives just as ttmy as in the physical world of his senses. , , . This 
world co~ to have a continuity and a pcnnanence that the external world of the senses can never 
have. It is mot made up of presen.t only but of a past and II furum as well. Tcmpcmilly, it is om 
a soocession of disconnected epi~. but a continnwn exten~ng to infinity in both ifuections, 
from. eternity to eternity. 

Among other properties White an:ribnte.s to cultwe in this passage, his emphasis on the way 
it creates an (artificial) continuity between past and future merits special attention.. as I attempt 
to show later. lt is also signifo::ant that both White and Soviet oulnn--ai-bistorical psychologists 
(e.g., Luria, 1928; Vygot.sky, 1987) emphasize that, as rn.ediat-0rs ofh11man action, all artifacts 
call be-considered tools. As White (l 959, p. 236) expressed the relationship: 

An II.Xe hall a subjective component; it would be meaningless wilhout a 0011.oe:pt and an attitude. On 
th.e ol!her band, 11 com:cpt or attitude would be m~g:le.ss without overt expR:Ssion. m behaviO£ 
o.r speech (which is a form of bebavim-). Every cultural element, eve:ry cultural trait, th~om, has 
a subjective and an objective aspect. 

There are a great m.uzy-suggestions about the fonns taken by the artifacts in tenns of which 
culture operates: as a constitueDt of human activity. One wellwk:nown formulation offered by 
Geenz (1973) is that oulture should be concei¥ed of by analogy with a recipe or a comp11ter 
program that he reforred to as "control mechanisms." A complementary notion of artifacts 
constituitive of the medium of oublure is offered by D'Andrnde (l9S4), who suggested the 
term culwral. schemes to refer to units that mediate entire sets of conceptuai-material artifacts. 
In D' Andrade's (p. 93) terms: 

'fypically such schemes portray simplifi.ed worlds, making the appropriateness of the tenrul Chat 
are based cm them dependent on the degree to which these schern.es fit the actual wodds of the 
obj~ts being categorized.. Such sche.m.es porttay not only the walild of physical ol!jects and events, 
but also more abstract w«lds of social inte.taction. di~rse. and even word llle8D.i..ng. 

Fioally, psychologists such as Bruner (1990) a:nd Neison (2003) identify event schemas, 
embodied in narrativ-es, as basic orga:niz.ers of both cnlture, and cognition. Referred to as scripts 
by Nelson, these generalized event schemes specify the people who participate in an event, the 
social roles that they play. Qle objects that are used during the event, dle sequences of actions 
~d, me gools to be attained, and so on. Nelson's account of scripted activity is similar in 
m&Dy ways to Geenz's (1973) and D' Andrade 's (1984) suggestions for basic units of cultural 
structlJlre. Her" emphasis on the fact that children grow up inside of other people •s scripts, which 
serve as guides to &£:tioo befo1e the childre.JJ are ready to understand and el{ecu~ cnhnrally 
ap;propri ate actiorui on their own. leads natnrally to her conclusion that "the acquisition of 
scripts is central. to the acquisition of cnlture" (Nelson, 1981. p. 110). 


